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Welcome to today’s webinar!

Justin Smith
Sr. Content Strategist @ Balto

Webinar Host/Moderator

Use the Q&A button on your 
screen to submit questions.

Today’s session will be about
30 minutes with time for Q&A.

All registrants will receive the 
video recording and slides 
following the broadcast.



The Conversation Excellence Lab

The Conversation Excellence Lab is 
Balto’s hub for academic-level research. 
We create thought-leading content with 
the support of research teams and 
in-house data. 
Subscribe to our newsletter for insights 
straight to your inbox. Subscribe

https://www.balto.ai/conversation-excellence-lab/
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Research Takeaways
1. For 50% of contact center leaders, budgets aren’t going 

down — but they aren’t going up either. Budget stagnation 
can feel like a budget cut in practice. 

2. 64.27% of respondents feel more pressure this year than 
they did last year

3. Agent training was the #1 way to boost efficiency (46.65%)



4. The metric that contact center leaders care most 
about right now is CSAT (55.83%).

5. 91% of respondents were just as (if not more) 
interested in AI tools today than they were last year.  

6. The utilization of AI technology has an inverse 
relationship with pressure levels — the more you use 
them, the less pressure you and your employees feel.

Research Takeaways



Budget Stagnation



We asked our respondents the following 
question: In the past 12 months, has your 
budget decreased, stayed the same, or 
increased?







Poll

What percentage of contact 
centers do you think did 

layoffs in the last 12 
months?



Pressure To Do More With 
Less



Poll

Compared to last year, I feel 
increased pressure to do more 

with less.







What is causing this pressure? Fewer 
resources amidst economic uncertainty. 



The Tools & Metrics That 
Matter Most





Discussion

Why is agent training so 
impactful?



What metrics are leaders paying the 
most attention to? We need to maintain 
the customer experience, even with 
fewer resources. 



Artificial Intelligence



Poll

Do you use AI technology in 
your contact center?





AI tool usage is inversely correlated with 
pressure among your workforce —
More AI = less pressure.







Actionable Takeaways

Acknowledge 
Pressure
We’re asking everyone 
to do more with less — 
recognize the pressure 
that this comes with, 
and how that pressure 
can affect your org

Don’t Skimp 
on Training…

Agent training was listed 
as the #1 way to boost 
efficiency in your 
contact center

… Or New 
Technology

After agent training, the 
other ways to do more 
with less all centered 
around investments in 
software and technology

AI Can Bridge 
The Gap

Interest in AI is 
skyrocketing because it 
can build back much- 
needed bandwidth for 
your team



Thank you!

Use the Q&A button on your 
screen to submit questions.

All registrants will receive the 
video recording and slides 
following the broadcast.

For more information about 
Balto and the Conversation 

Excellence Lab, visit balto.ai


